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OF THAT WHICH WE CANNOT WRITE:
SOME NOTES ON THE PHENOMENOLOGY

OF MEDIA

W. Lance Haynes

F I R S T v̂ ĥat, without mirrors, we would know of our faces. Let us
V^imagine here, not a particular point in antiquity, but simply a world empty of
surfaces sufficiently reflective to permit us the study of our own likenesses. How
would we conceive of ourselves in such a world?

The point is sufficiently slippery that we may devise strategies to avoid it, noting,
for example, that someone else could draw our faces for us or describe us through
comparisons to others. And so we might. But let us forbear from these strategies for a
moment and mentally travel through our daily paces without a mental mirror image
of our own appearances. We awaken, we dress, breakfast, travel to work, write, read,
teach, and so on. We dine in the company of our significant others without knowing,
so to speak, how we look to them. We stand and lecture to our students in the same
way, with no sense of how they, or our colleagues, "see" us. This is an eerie idea, to
say the least. We are faceless, ghosts in a world of acoustic space.

Such is the nature of mirrors that they inform us of our place in the world in a
peculiarly concrete way; they objectify our physical being in a physical world,
confirming it through infinite visual detail. No other sense permits a corresponding
degree of resolution: touch, taste, smell, and even hearing lack the concreteness and
the precision that vision affords. Without mirrors, we could not image our physical
selves with any degree of clarity.

In the same way, writing is the mirror of the conscious mind and without it we
would not imagine our mental internal selves with any more resolution than we
could imagine our faces without the aid of mirrors. Of course, once we have seen our
reflections—or learned to read and write—we are forever so informed and will
evermore mentally construct our images or our paragraphs in the shadow of that
experience. But without writing, we could not even, for instance, give meaning to our
place in time, for there could be no calendars. Life might be quite pleasant without
calendars, but, as creatures of a world where time is recorded, we will never know.
This point is instructive in two ways: first, it suggests the profundity of the change in
the nature of human consciousness brought about by change in the dominant media
of communication. Second, it points the way toward understanding certain limita-
tions inherent in literacy: the written word is to the mind what the reflection is to the
body physical. Our visual image of the physical body is limited by the contents of its
reflection and likewise our conceptualizations of mental processes are limited by that
which may be formed in a literate universe. Indeed, there are pertinent things that
cannot be so encompassed, yet which the study of rhetoric will find relevant: gaps and
blind spots in our knowledge that should at least be filled with metaphor.

Consider the issue of assessment. Many of us have been concerned with the
problem df assessing what we term communication competence. Everyone agrees
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that this kind of competence cannot be adequately measured with pen and pencil
instruments alone. Yet, the performing arts excepted, ours is one of the very few
branches of scholarship that cannot be so assessed, and it is surprising that more is
not made of the distinction: the others are rooted in literacy, specifically, in literate
conceptualizations of the universe. We are unique in this sense, that here—and
perhaps only here in the whole corpus of knowledge—are processes so necessarily
worthy of study rooted in a preliterate form of conceiving.

In spite of its oral roots, the contemporary study of rhetoric is thoroughly
dominated by the written word. By this I mean to bring up the point, not that the
work of scholars is conducted through written media (though this fact may indeed
contribute to the problem, it need not), but that the fundamental conceptualizations
of rhetorical process are dominated by the thought patterns and belief systems of
literate culture. It is the thesis of this essay that if we recognize and cope with
literacy's restraints, then rhetoric can be seen more usefully as the study of how
people alter each other's predispositions; further that such is a necessary step if we
are to fully embrace the rhetorical implications of oral and video media.

Each of the three broad media categories—oral, literate, and video—can be seen to
have its own distinct ways of altering predispositions, some of them quite apart from
those conventionally associated with rhetoric in academe. The explosive growth of
electronic media is radically altering the proportions in which humans mediate and
demediate their communication. Much that was recently the exclusive domain of the
printed word now belongs to the cathode ray tube, and technology shows no
inclination to reverse the trend. As the media ratios shift, whatever bearing media
have on rhetoric shifts with them, imparting a sense of, if not urgency, surely
direction to our present endeavor.

Certainly there is a determinant relationship between language and thought; but
our concern is likewise with a determinant relationship between media and thought.
The media through which thoughts are expressed in a culture affect the nature of
those thoughts. Because we know how to read and write (and therefore have a literate
bias), the point inevitably remains somewhat obscure: if we did not, and if we were
unaware of the existence of a process by which ideas could be recorded premanently
in symbols on the pages of books, how would we think, what would we think, indeed,
what would our lives be about? And what would it be like to speak with others? And
what could it be like? Even more startling, imagine a world devoid of writing where,
somehow, video technology is widespread. What would the programming be about?
And again, what could it be?

History lends much to understanding the relationship of rhetoric to media. The
many millenia of homo loquens that preceded the seven or so of homo scriptor have
left us an interesting collection of artifacts and a very few "primitive" communities
from which the nature of oral cultures, of orality and of its rhetoric, can be observed
and contrasted with its literate and electronic descendents. Indeed, some vestiges of
orality can be readily observed in contemporary rhetoric as well, both on the screen
and in face-to-face communication. Although Walter Ong points out that writing has
left its indelible imprint on our consciousness and we are what we are, rhetoric today
is a synthesis of oral, literate, and video qualities.' We should no more expect to
understand orality or video exclusively through literacy than we might hope to study
sound or touch with only a mirror.

In this essay, we attempt to locate literacy's bounds, at least in terms of rhetorical
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Studies, and to look beyond them at the nature of nonwritten rhetoric: of people's
efforts to alter each other's predispositions through processes neither generated by
nor dependent upon the written word. First, it is germane to consider several
perspectives on the evolution of media in the history of human consciousness. From
there, we explore the distinction between orality and literacy and its relationship to
video; critical examples of oral and video rhetoric are then presented that suggest a
basic taxonomy for f"urther research.

MEDIA EVOLUTION

Perhaps the most substantial statement on the role of media, Harold Innis's
magnum opus. Empire and Communications, sets out the premise that the very rise
and fall of civilizations is a function of their dominant communication media. Innis
divides the history of the West into writing and printing periods, and stresses
differences between media that emphasize time (heavy, durable media like clay and
stone) and those that stress space (for example, paper). Emphasis on space
accompanies stress on political organization—rapid dissemination to far-flung
colonies, for example—while permanence reflects religious organization: "Introduc-
tion of a second medium tends to check the bias of the first and to create conditions
suited to the growth of empire." Innis concludes with references to the growth of the
socialized state and the use of force in the twentieth century as results of the
radio-newspaper competition.^

Marshall McLuhan writes in the context of Innis's mentorship, "The 'message' of
any medium or technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces
into human affairs." Carrying Innis's thought deep into the electronic age, McLu-
han sees the new media as literal extensions of the human nervous system and
predicts that humankind is rapidly reaching a final phase in the "extensions of
man—the technological simulation of consciousness when the creative process of
knowing will be collectively and corporately extended to the whole of human
society."^

The relationship of media and consciousness in McLuhan's scheme is suggested in
his description of the contemporary world as an "age of anxiety for the reason of the
electronic implosion that compels commitment and participation, quite regardless of
any point of view. Every culture and every age has its favorite model of perception
and knowledge that it is inclined to prescribe for everybody and everything."*

Similarly, the recognition that ontological assumptions must change with cultural
values prompted Halloran to caution that "one cannot simply graft modern
rhetorical or communication theory onto Classical rhetoric"^ and led D'Angelo to
develop an evolutionary perspective on rhetorical composition.^ D'Angelo unites the
ideas of Teilhard and Neuman to draw parallels between the evolution of human and
societal consciousness and the composition process.^

Evolution involves a process of extreme differentiation by which the universe is
moving from the state of homogeneity to one of specialization. Neumann has argued
that to trace the progression of archetypal myth is to trace the evolution of human
consciousness. The pattern Neumann suggests begins with the creation myth: the
myth of original unity in which the ego is still submerged in the unconscious. Then
follows the myth of the hero: the hero is born and consciousness develops. Finally
comes the tranformation myth, in D'Angelo's words, "the stage of the reflecting.
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self-conscious ego, the return to original unity in which the whole and its parts are
synthesized into a unified system."^

Teilhard sees the transformation stage on the horizon of contemporary society:
"We must recognize the rapidly increasing probability that we are approaching a
critical point of maturity at which man is completely reflecting upon himself not only
individually but collectively," and "the more intensely mankind becomes organized
and technologically centered upon itself, the more does its upward impulse (its
passion for discovery, for knowledge, and creation) tend to predominate over its
elementary need to establish itself and survive."'

Here then is a general, emerging thesis that Western civilization is now
undergoing a third major alteration in consciousness tied directly to the advent of
electronic media, the previous two having been differentiated by the introduction of
writing. For present purposes, this thesis has been explored most cogently in the
work of Walter J. Ong, S.J. Father Ong's essays trace the evolution of rhetoric from
its oral epic beginnings in a state of culture he labels Primary Orality to the recent
state of High Literacy and beyond. Ong believes we are now entering a time of
Secondary Orality, when the linear thought modes of High Literacy are being
countered by an instantaneous kind of experiential communication that in many
ways resembles the preliterate mode of Homeric Greece but that inevitably retains
much literate process as well."^

The single most profound change literacy brought to civilization was probably the
separation of knowledge from its knowers. Messages as a facet of human conscious-
ness went from instantly experienced, additive, existential phenomena to unfolding,
recordable, reviewable propositions. Only as this change occurred did it become
possible to dissect critically the validity of the message qua message, to decide
whether the symbolic chain of experience displayed should be accepted or rejected.
Similarly, knowledge could now be written and stored. Whereas form and style in
oral culture were governed by the necessity of memorability, literacy directed
linguistic priority to clarity and precision, making abstraction not simply possible but
vital to the resulting intellectual milieu.

A key question then becomes: was there rhetoric before literacy? Certainly there
are many among us who will answer in the negative. As humanists, we are given to
valuing choice highly and to seeing rhetoric as the means to enlightened humane
choices. And just as it is difficult to admit the cacophonic abbreviated kitsch of
television—especially television advertising—into rhetoric's domain, it is difficult to
see a role for enlightened choice in the preliterate world we are about to examine. Yet
we will argue that the processes by which predispositions are altered, both those of
orality and, later, of video, although radically different, do belong to the same sphere
of humanity as the rhetorical processes of literacy, and likewise demand our
attention.

While, in the Primary Oral world, rhetoric functioned through the transmission of
culture—people were predisposed to cooperate through the shared application of a
communal encyclopedia of myth and lore—it was only a few centuries before
Aristotle was able to observe three distinctly propositional functions: determining
what is just, what is expedient, and what is praiseworthy." The end of rhetoric, that
is, altering people's predispositions, remains unaltered, yet the means change,
pointing back to the shift in consciousness from phenomenal and additive to
propositional and critical. Whereas in oral culture each new message added to the
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individual's store of cultural knowledge in a shifting and consensual fashion, literate
culture turned the human mind into an evaluative repository that needs to access only
what is deemed valid and useful in accordance with the belief system of the
evaluator.

Enter video. In an Age of Secondary Orality, we see humankind returning to a
dominant mode of communication that is fundamentally oral-aural, where relation-
ships among messages are determined not by senders who permanently anchor their
words with ink, but by audiences who tie incoming information to the fluxing
domain of their own stored experiences. It is amid this three-stage background that
we proceed. Smack in the middle of a literate world, let us look back beyond its limits
to try and grasp the essence of orality, to study how writing may enhance and how it
may hinder that essence; likewise forward to speculate on video media and how and
where the conceptual frameworks of the literate mind may confine or liberate their
potential.

Primary Orality

Before the parturition of written knowledge, in the time when knowledge could be
only what was passed on by speech and retained by the collective memories of the
community, we may understand that individual human consciousness was a
significantly less assertive aspect of existence than it is for us. Because this
relationship of speech, knowledge, and consciousness is the root from which our essay
now grows, it is worthwhile to consider Havelock's description of the Homeric and
post-Homeric Greek educational experience:

He is required as a civilized being to become acquainted with the history, the social
organization, the technical competence, and the oral imperatives of his group. This group
will in post-Homeric times be his city, but his city in turn is able to function only as a
fragment of the total Hellenic world. It shares a consciousness in which he is keenly aware
that he, as a Hellene, partakes. This overall body of experience (we shall avoid the word
'knowledge') is incorporated into a rhythmic narrative or set of narratives which he
memorises and which is subject to recall in his memory. Such is poetic tradition, essentially
something he accepts uncritically, or else it fails to survive in living memory. Its acceptance
and retention are made psychologically possible by a mechanism of self-surrender to the
poetic performance, and of self-identification with the situations and the stories related in
the performance. Only when the spell is fully effective can his mnemonic powers be fully
mobilised. His receptivity to the tradition has thus, from the standpoint of inner
psychology, a degree of automatism which however is counterbalanced by a direct and
unfettered capacity for action, in accordance with the paradigms he has absorbed.'^

Several points stand out. First, the consciousness is one shared by all members of
the social world. From a communication standpoint, shared consciousness—which is
to say a shared frame of reference or aggregate of experiential associations for
assigning meaning to events—on a national scale is an extraordinary phenomenon. It
bespeaks a greatly enhanced ability to communicate without misunderstanding and,
lacking misunderstanding, a greatly diminished opportunity for the development of a
mature self-concept. Contrast this with the modern world where people are daily
confronted with evidence of differences among ourselves: whenever we find that our
views, our opinions and perspectives—the meanings we assign to events—differ from
those of others, our concept of self waxes stronger. Oral cultures would seem to
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possess an environment where the communicative self is far more diffused through
the fabric of society.

This notion of a diffused identity is further reinforced by the poetic tradition,
which Havelock tells us involved uncritical acceptance through self-surrender to the
poetic performance and self-identification with the situations and stories related to
the performance. Compare Ong's description of a young black man from a highly
oral ghetto culture attending a college composition class:

He was very attentive, trying hard. But he had no textbook with him and it was
immediately apparent that he did not feel at all disadvantaged by this fact—even though
the class was engaged in an analytic discussion of a text. . . . The student didn't even try to
look at the textbooks of any of the other students near him. But he was clearly earnest,
trying. Trying what? To be "with it." . . . In a Primary Oral culture, education consists in
identification, participation, getting into the act, feeling affinity with a culture's heroes,
getting "with it"—not in analysis at all.'^

Consider also the uncritical acceptance, surrender, and identification in tribal
cultures where justice is administered according to proverb: the judge-chief, after
listening to all parties concerned, retires and then returns to cite one or more sayings
or proverbs that support his verdict. A more familiar example is the way children in
our own culture sometimes settle disputes by quoting their own proverbs. "Turn-
about is fair play," one child tells another in order to take a turn by the window on a
long automobile trip.'"* In each of these cases, the correct course of action is embedded
in the situation and perceived as part of the phenomenon itself rather than deduced
propositionally.

We may infer, then, that the oral world is highly subjective. Only a hazy
distinction exists between opinions and facts for both exist indiscriminately. Only a
blur separates word and deed as well. The knower knows with his whole being,
indeed makes no distinction between himself and his knowledge.'^ Put another way,
"In a society where the only known word is the pure, evanescent spoken word it is
easier to think of objects as words than it is to think of words as objects."'^

Ong pulls together work as diverse as that of psychologist Luria and anthropolo-
gist Levi-Strauss to list "some psychodynamics of orality."'^ Luria's work is
especially revealing in its copious presentation of fragments from interviews with
illiterate and barely literate collective farm workers to illustrate how cognitive
processes (perception, generalization, deduction, reasoning, imagination, and self-
analysis) change with social conditions and mastery of knowledge. More recently,
Robert Shuter's excellent study of the Hmong, a Laotian tribe who, at least until the
last few years, still possessed an oral culture, exemplifies many of these same oral
psychodynamics.' ̂

Altogether, Ong identifies at least nine distinct aspects of traditional orality.'^ Let
us consider each in turn. Thought and expression in oral cultures are:

(1) Additive rather than subordinative, stringing ideas together without regard to
their internal relations—in contrast, writing, which lacks existential context,
develops elaborate grammars to clarify meaning.

(2) Aggregative, rather than analytic, using elements that are "not so much simple
integers but clusters of integers," epithets, cliches, and the like, that are more friendly
to memory: the sturdy oak, the brave soldier, "the Glorious Revolution of October
26," exist as single elements in the oral mind.
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(3) Redundant: where writing establishes a line of thought to be referred back to,
speech cannot, thus must repeat.

(4) Conservative/traditionalist, honoring elders for their memories (what they
know) rather than innovative and speculative as minds freed from memory tasks by
writing tend to be.

(5) Close to the human lifeworld: the idea of an abstract, neutral list or a technical
manual would be totally alien to the oral mind which conceives of everything in
concrete terms of human activity.

(6) Situational rather than abstract: in keeping with the subjectivizing, totalizing
idea, new situations are always interpreted in their existential context rather than in
terms of abstract concepts.

Though we should bear in mind that Luria's work was done among illiterates on
the fringe of a literate world (Uzbekistan and Kirghizia, USSR, during 1931-1932),
his findings are revealing. Among them: oral subjects identified geometric shapes
only with reference to concrete objects, for instance, a circle is a plate or a moon.
When presented with pictures of four familiar objects, three of one category, one of
another, they saw the group in situational rather than categorical terms: pictures of a
hammer, a saw, a log, and a hatchet produced responses like: "They're all alike. The
saw will saw the log and the hatchet will chop it into small pieces. If one of these has
to go, I'd throw out the hatchet. It doesn't do as good a job as a saw." Finally,
concrete definitions were virtually impossible: when Luria asked one subject to
explain what a tree is, the responses were "Why should I? Everyone knows what a
tree is," "There are trees everywhere . . . so what's the point of my explaining?" and,
finally, a description of how trees are grown.^o

(7) Agonistically toned: agon, the contest or struggle of human being, is centrally
featured in thought and expression because it is so central to human existence and
cannot, without benefit of writing, be separated from the lifeworld in the same sense
that knower and knowledge cannot be.^i

(8) Homeostatic: maintaining perpetual balance among existential events, knowl-
edge, and language. Ong cites studies by Goody and Watt noting that oral thought
and expression retain perpetual balance by "sloughing off' memories which are no
longer useful.22 Genealogical records maintained through memory for legal purposes
among oral African tribes were found to have changed radically when compared to
British written records forty years later, changed to accomodate changes in social
relationships.

(9) Empathic and participatory: being disengaged from words spoken, as with
other existential events, is impossible. We return to the black student in college
composition class "getting with it."

Spoken words are alive and powerful, as Ong illustrates elsewhere: "A primitive
hunter can see a buffalo, touch a buffalo, smell a buffalo, and taste a buffalo when the
buffalo is completely inert, and in fact dead. But if he hears a buffalo, he had better
watch out, something is going on."23 There is, in a sense, a kind of existential magic
associated with sound in that it is the primary bond among the oral community.

The importance of community should not be underestimated as a factor in orality.
Shuter provides the following statement one of his subjects offered to explain how the
Hmong pass on important cultural beliefs:

Normally, when the person who knows most of the things in the community, most of the
cultural things, when they realize that the man is old, people will go to his house at night
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and ask him to teach them. As many people that can will go to the house and learn, but
they know that a lot of people can go and learn but a few can remember, so maybe 10 or 20
will go to an elderly's house and learn at night, but probably two or three remember.^"

The oral mind learns communally and it recalls communally: "When you and I
learn together, you may remember one thing and I remember one thing; we share
and discuss. In case I forget something, I ask you—you may remember what I forgot.
I may remember what you forgot."25

Ong summarizes qualities built into oral rhetoric, mnemonic patterns shaped for
recall: (1) rhythm; (2) balance; (3) repetition and antithesis; (4) alliteration and
assonance; (5) the use of epithets and formulas; (6) standard thematic settings; and
(7) the incessant use of proverbs.^* In this same vein, Havelock describes the oral
performance as a totally absorbing phenomenon. This sort of Mimesis, as he terms it,
involves both participation, that is, experiencing the narrative as one of its characters,
and participation in the performance as a performance.^^

Mimesis in Ancient Greece tended to include musical accompaniment, often with
dance, and always with strong rhythmic dimensions. One might reflect on the
soldier's experience of marching in parade to martial music or the sophomore's leap
to the dance floor beset with "Saturday night fever" to gain some glimmer of the
mimetic experience. Further, we should not disregard the dynamic of audience
participation, the kind of energy that results from the interactive power of an
audience responding: Saturday night fever symptoms explode exponentially among a
like-minded group of friends.

Havelock also points out that the automatistic dimensions of Greek personality
were counterbalanced "by a direct and unfettered capacity for action.''^^ Encounter-
ing the enemy in a narrow mountain pass, the Greek soldier, rather than pausing to
calculate the odds, could simply frame the situations in terms of the response of
Achilles or Agamemnon. How paltry seem our vague gentlemen's codes and Better
Business Bureau ethics, mitigated by rationales of profit and patriotism, in compari-
son.

And what then may we say of rhetoric in the Age of Orality? Cooperation was
induced; communities were predisposed to act in concert. Without writing, common
assent was achieved through a celebratory sharing of cultural mythos: the transmis-
sion of culture itself through a highly participatory subjective rhetorical process
among a society whose group consciousness far outweighed any strains of individu-
alism. The poet, elder, or rhetor was also an educator, indeed, the educator, who
passed on the cultural heritage from polis to village and from generation to
generation. This reminds us, of course, that as educators today we remain rhetors
cloaked in the ivy of our institutions and the printed texts of our own diverse cultural
mythologies.

The Intervention of Literacy

Noting that the oral mind knows through an "empathic identification of knower
and known, in which the object of knowledge and the total being of the knower enter
into a kind of fusion," Walter Ong captures the impact of writing on the individual
member of a culture: "The separation of knower and known makes possible both art
{techne) in the ancient Greek sense of detached abstract analysis of human
procedures, and science, or detached abstract analysis of the cosmos, but it does so at
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the price of splitting up the original unity of consciousness and in this sense
alienating man from himself and his original lifeworld.^^

The introduction of writing, in giving rise to science and art, also bestowed the
potential for creating an apparently objective reality: the potential for recording,
more or less permanently, statements that assert "this is the way the world is," quite
apart from the person who apprehends that world.^" In the Phaedrus, Socrates
relates the story of Thamus and Theuth: Thamus, King of Egypt, tells the god
Theuth that, thanks to writing, "your pupils will be widely read without benefit of a
teacher's instruction. In consequence, they'll entertain the delusion that they have
wide knowledge while they are, for the most part, incapable of real judgment."
Socrates goes on to tell Phaedrus that "then any man who imagines that he has
bequeathed an art to posterity because he puts his views in writing and also anyone
who inherits such an 'art' in the belief that any subject will be clear or certain because
it is couched in writing—such men will be utterly simple-minded.''^' All too often,
this passage is dismissed as an old conservative's prattling against innovation, yet in
the present sense its deep insight is apparent.

Writing in another context, Edwin Black has characterized this cultural change as
the "democratization of philosophy. . . . While in ages past men living in the tribal
warmth of i\ve. polis had the essential nature of the world determined for them in their
communal heritage of mythopoesis, and they were then able to assess the probity of
utterance by reference to its memetic relationship to the stable reality that
undergirded their consciousness, there is now but the rending of change and the
clamor of competing fictions."32

Unwittingly, it is indeed with the competition of fictions that Aristotelian rhetoric
concerns itself. The functions of deliberation—of the just, the prudent, and the
praiseworthy—imply an objective world about which people can know without
regard for the lack of any ultimate criteria for truth. What is more, Ong points out
how it is that the growth of writing leads to increased structure by arguing that the
alphabet imposes an overwhelming sense of order and control. "Arrangement in
space seemingly provides maximal symbols of order and control, probably because
the concepts of order and control are themselves kinesthetically and visually
grounded, formed chiefly out of sensory experience involved with space. . . . It
appears no accident that formal logic was invented in an alphabetic culture."^^

Writing seems to carry with it implicitly the assumption of an objective world to
which it corresponds. When seen in light of its oral precedent, the rise of the
autonomous self can be understood of a relative piece: an objective world material-
izes, charted on paper apart from its apprehenders, on whom, incidentally, objective
being is also bestowed. Self-concept, that bundle of beliefs the literate human being
makes up to describe his or her individual nature, appears in the light of orality to be
a relatively recent innovation.

Cathcart and Gumpert argue that electronic media are bringing about a major
change in the nature of self-concept, contending that "not only are the media
substantively altering the relationships among individuals, but that the formulation
of the individual's self-image is, in large part, media dependent.''^^ Their position is
rooted in Mead's symbolic interactionism, which argues that the self-image evolves
through the experiences of daily life in three stages reminiscent of those argued by
Neumann for the evolution of society.̂ ^

Mead saw the development of a mature concept resting on recognition first that the
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experiences of other people differ from one's own, and then on learning, through
interacting with others, a variety of roles that inform the process of constructing one's
own self.̂ ^ In an oral world, it would be the communal encyclopedia that defined,
among other things, the entire catalog of roles from which the self could be
constructed. Moreover, without writing, such a self could only be hazily defined at
all. Indeed, given the overwhelmingly communal nature of orality, one's self would
be a most unimposing aspect of consciousness.

Thus, we should not be surprised to find that Luria's oral subjects could not be
articulate about their selves. Ong notes that "Self-analysis requires a certain
demolition of situational thinking. It calls for isolation of the self, around which the
entire lived world swirls for each individual person, removal of the center of every
situation from that situation enough to allow the center, the self, to be examined and
described."^^ Questions Luria asked his subjects about themselves ("What sort of
person are you? What's your character like? What are your shortcomings?") were
usually answered through external reference: "I have few clothes," or "I don't like to
deal with clergymen." Asked if he thought all people were the same, a fifty-
five-year-old illiterate replied, "No, they're not the same. There are different ones
[holds up fingers]: here's a landowner, here's a farmhand."^^

The case, then, for a generative relationship between literacy and self-concept can
be summarized as follows: Literacy brings with it the appearance of an objective
world. If there appears to be an objective world, then individual people obviously
appear located in it. Because these individuals are observed to behave in relationship
to other objects, and because writing, in giving rise to science and art. Bushes out the
need to explain, among other phenomena, human behavior, the creation of a tightly
packaged self-concept, as we now conceive of it, is inevitable. Once there were seen to
be selves behaving toward the objectified world, and once these selves began to
account for their own behavior, the evolution of a complex system of beliefs about
one's own self—the establishment of a category of experience labelled "me" by each
human being and informed by contrasting one's own life experience with others—
was a foregone outcome. Indeed, it seems inevitable that the self-concept would
become a sort of governing agent, a set of rules about future behavior based on past
experience, and that these rules and a corresponding drive for self-consistency are
thus artifacts of the sort of order writing imposed on the world, natural results of the
new consciousness engendered by writing. The objectification of self, incidentally,
brings with it the objectification of audiences and speakers apart from speeches.

We come back now, however, to the notion advanced at the outset, that writing and
consciousness as we know it mirror each other. Although we may note that oral
processes appear to do the same thing, they do so only to members of the literate
world. Thus humankind has come to the twentieth century as beings who perceive
and evaluate and respond to experience not as joint participants in the unfolding
drama of a collective mythopoetic adventure but as individual self-determining
organisms who personalize (rather than mythologize) each event as it occurs. The
literate person's experience is given meaning not by phenomenal comparison to a
collective social encyclopedia but by critical reference to a realm of individual
experience the central governing feature of which is the self-concept. "The doctrine
of the autonomous psyche," wrote Havelock, "is the counterpart of the rejection of
the oral culture."^^
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Video as Synthesis

Electronic communication is a synthesis, in both the mediated qualities of its
messages and in the dialectical sense, of our oral and written heritage. However, the
oral-aural primacy of electronic message systems, augmented by visual delivery that
is, like sound, ephemeral, is nonetheless at the present time subordinate to literate
conceptualizations of communication process. Further, audiences are now thor-
oughly schooled in written ways of thought and, as Ong points out, "abandoning the
artificial securities of typography has proved too traumatic for most, particularly for
the semieducated, who cling to the fixity of typographic space as a substitute for the
living presence of truth.'"*"^ xhe transition will continue, of course, with little regard
for the diminishing ability of some to cope.

We can expect the written word per se to lose its primacy as the transmitter of
knowledge in an electronic world, but given its legacy in science and technology—to
say nothing of the humanities—the issue of transmission may seem dim. What is
significant to our present purpose, however, is that video is becoming widely
accessible, promising to provide ordinary users with an electronic counterpart to the
metrical malleability of the oral poet's couplet: chunks of electronic experience that
have neither the indefiniteness of oral-aurality nor the spatiotemporal permanence of
print; electronic transmission neither requires the immediate presence of a live
audience nor faces the unpredictability of casual readership. Instead, we now have
the ability to extend and compress both time and space to match the needs of massive
and statistically predictable electronic audiences. McLuhan suggests that our senses
have been extended so we live more and more in a global village where knowledge is
cumulative instead of competitive and the primary mode of communication is once
more becoming highly participatory."*'

Paralleling these changes, we note how the notion of knowledge or truth has
moved from subjective to objective to intersubjective; Brummett observes that truth,
once frozen by print, has become unfixed. "What are given to us as truths can change
and do change from one week, show, or channel to the next. And the variety of points
of view that the media acquaint us with increases the realization that there are many
ways of knowing The sheer amount of knowledge, of conflicting truth, the
increase in access to information, creates an awareness of knowledge as mutable and
many faceted."'*^

Where print leads to the isolation of the individual self, Brummett notes that
electronic media facilitate awareness of others and mutual participation in others'
lives. He cites McLuhan: "The immediate prospect for literate, fragmented Western
man encountering the electronic implosion within his own culture is his steady and
rapid transformation into a complex and depth structured person emotionally aware
of his total interdependence with the rest of human society.""*^

And what is becoming of rhetoric in this new age? Whereas events, including the
transmission of messages, have a sort of coequal status in the existential subjective
world of orality, literacy dissects communication content into a plethora of compo-
nent parts, separates speakers from speeches, authors from texts, and audiences from
both with scientific dispassion. The alteration of predispositions is now often viewed
as a function separate from entertainment or information. Moreover, at least one
contemporary school of video studies has added such categories as companionship
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and sexual gratification to the list of uses or functions of the new media.'*'* In the oral
world, all these other functions were side effects, subsets of the cultural transmission
process. Literacy provoked the temporary and artificial dissection of cultural
perpetuation, producing countless imitations and revisions through paradigmatic
evolution, through dialectic, even through the popular press. Print has amplified
exponentially the separation of man from lifeworld by shredding communal
knowledge into so much confetti. In oral cultures, entertainment, companionship,
even vicarious sexual gratification, were by-products of the rhetorical process. And in
our literate world the modern encyclopedia, vast though it is, remains a digest of our
culture while academe has become the guild of its minstrels.

In the primary oral world, behavior was rhetorically influenced through the
guidance of the culture's epic lore, but note that, apropos Ong's list of orality
characteristics, such lore was situational, concrete, close to the lifeworld. Anything
not practically useful was sloughed off. Thus incoming events could simply be
framed against a finite collection of practical situations; responses followed in
accordance with the appropriate communal teaching. Certainly, this framing process
occasionally provoked controversy; as Ong reminds us, "the African chieftain sitting
in judgment had better give voice to the proper proverbs or sayings. Otherwise he is
in deep trouble.'"*^ But the point here is that this framing process is the only opening
in primary oral rhetoric and that the alternatives, that is, the possible maxims,
stories, and so on from which to choose are decidedly finite in number. In contrast,
lists of topoi in the boomdays of High Literacy had dozens of possible lines of
argument, to say nothing of the variations each topos would find in the circumstances
of any particular issue, nor of the seemingly infinite possibilities that combinations of
arguments offer the classical propositional rhetor.'*^

The matching process in oral rhetoric borders on having a phenomenal rather than
a propositional character. A situation appears. The situation is grasped in its evident
entirety and framed within the mythopoetic store. All events, the speech of others
included, are afforded similar validity. • Disagreement about the meaning—
framing—of events is limited by the finite communal store; if it persists, disagree-
ment can be readily settled by the elders. In contrast, rhetorical process among
literates is a tenuous business. Aristotle assigned to his audiences a preeminent
ability to reason—the same ability attributed, in writing, of course, to Plato's
Socrates, who was doubtless quite literate himself. Although Aristotle assigned some
importance to emotional and ethical pressures, the emphasis in his rhetoric stresses
the deliberative nature of rhetorical action: the construction and testing of proposi-
tions."*̂

Putting aside for the moment whether or not the humane tradition of rhetoric
should extend beyond reasoned deliberation, let us postulate a scale of rhetorical
process that ranges from purely nonconscious framing to purely reasoned delibera-
tion: from phenomenal to propositional rhetoric; let us consider this scale and then
weigh video upon it. Regardless of media, communication involves the assignment of
meaning to behavior, which is to say treats behavior as symbolic. Senders behave,
receivers observe behavior and assign meaning to it. The meanings assigned are
based, as LA. Richards has shown, on the store of previous experience the sender and
receiver have had, together or independently, with similar observations.'*^ Herein is
the root of misunderstanding: our individual experiences with particular events often
differ significantly.
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In an oral culture where a communal encyclopedia was so fully shared by so many,
misunderstanding was far less likely than in a written world where symbolic
experience is as diverse as our reading habits. Richard's point is that all experience
individuals have with a given symbol affects in some measure their predispositions to
respond to it. Further, Adams and Jordan argue that the metaphor "Smith is a lion"
affects our notion of lions as well as our beliefs about Smith.'*' Of course, our
experience with Smith, assuming that we are not reading from a list of lions, will be
affected more strongly. This effect, a change in our predispositions resulting not from
deliberation but from experience, is the effect of phenomenal rhetoric.

In contrast, propositional rhetoric, so characteristic of a culture that separates
knowledge and knower, involves the painstaking construction of proofs intended for
sequential critical digestion. From the phenomenal standpoint, the process must
appear like gothic architecture, leading the audience through cognitive labor to
construct cathedrals of definitional precision, decorated with pathos and ethos, and
cemented with the mortar of linear logic. The oral subjects seemed to operate without
formal deduction, which they found uninteresting, unrelated to the practical world,
yet from a literate perspective, anything else tends to seem obtuse or trivial.

We might say that where propositional rhetoric addresses the figures of human
affairs, phenomenal rhetoric addresses their ground. Phenomenal rhetoric operates
by simulating experience, directly altering our predispositions to respond to events—
to assign meaning—in particular intentional ways; in other words, by altering the
store from which we draw our meanings. In oral cultures, the content of phenomenal
rhetoric is that evolving store of mythopoetic experience shared by all. As the store
evolves, it infuses events with meaning that is seen collectively as the continuing
mythic drama of the cultural community and that generates a high degree of
predictably cooperative behavior. We are all acquainted with this state of civiliza-
tion, at least as the stereotypical childlike world of Levi-Strauss's totalizing savages
and Margaret Mead's innocent Samoans. But in Western civilization at the present
time, we are more and more overwhelmed by a new phenomenal rhetoric. Indeed,
television's greatest rhetorical strength is its ability to simulate experience—video
operates not unlike the folk minstrel's performance in the village square, inducing
subscription to a shared encyclopedia by a mass, and still growing, community of
people who possess, not only a literate sense of individuality, but an electronic sense
of self-within-community as well. Granted that television rhetoric, even in its
commercials, contains much that is propositional, for ours is still primarily a written
culture with a penchant to respond reasonably to reasoned argument and a fond
belief that such is the exclusive nature of our vulnerability to persuasion. Yet is it not
the case that the greater potential of television as a suasory medium lies, like the oral
poet's psychomimesis, in the realm of simulated experience?

NONLITERATE RHETORIC

Our quest so far has been to gain some understanding of nonliterate rhetorical
process as a function of media dominance, the issue Dance refers to as equipotential-
ity and Harper calls operationalization.^o We have pointed out that nonliterate
processes, once largely subsumed by literate propositional rhetoric, may grow in
importance as video media ascend to dominance. Let us now examine two pieces of
contemporary rhetoric, one speech, the other video, where we might expect to find
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nonliterate process at work. Taken another way, our task is now to inquire, from our
(literate) vantage point, what are the limits of' literacy as a mode of investigation?
When do the lenses of analytical thought, recordable knowledge, and objectivity now
exceed their fields of focus, and beyond those limits, with what lenses may we try to
replace them?

Kevin is now a senior, majoring in electrical engineering. He is a shade under six
feet tall, exceptionally well-proportioned, with a round face and closely cropped hair.
He is a moderately conservative person, even among the highly competent group of
black students our technical institution attracts. He is soft-spoken, with a confident
and friendly air. His perpetual smile flashes brightly, bestowing a sense of
well-being and joy on all who receive it. I have seen him use this smile to deliberately
warm cold hearts and with equal care to tan red necks.

The semester Kevin last studied under my direction was also his final season as a
football player—after a career that began when he was nine and culminated just
recently, some 114 games later, when he captained our college team through its last
game of the season. No doubt this achievement contributed some to his ethos among
the student body, yet football is not a major part of campus life here, and I doubt that
one student in twenty asked at random could name our quarterback or our captain,
unless they knew them in some other context.

Outside the classroom and football, it would be through the cahipus religious
community that one might know Kevin. I'm certain he will take no oflFense if I
describe him as an evangelical Christian, nor if I hasten to add that he is not a
crusader nor a self-professed born-again nor any of those other labels of zealousness
by which campus religious activists are given to proclaiming themselves. But as I
understand him, Kevin, as a mature and reasonable person, has a deep faith in the
teachings of the Holy Bible as he interprets it, and similarly, believes through faith
that his relationship with Jesus Christ guides his life rightly. I use the term
evangelical because there is a link between his warm personable charm and his faith:
he would say that he knows some extraordinarily good news and he loves to share it;
and he consistently gives the impression that he is a person with good news to share.
From the beginning of our studies, Kevin's aim has been clear: to improve his ability
to share the good news, to induce others to experience Christianity as he does.

Four times I have been in an audience to which Kevin spoke, or, perhaps I should
say, four audiences to which he gave the same speech. This is because, although there
would be major differences among the written texts—had there been written texts:
there were not—I have discussed each event often with him, before and after, and we
were always discussing the same speech. It is a speech I suspect Kevin would love to
give a hundred more times, travelling from classroom to classroom and town to town.
Each time, the text changes to meet the demands of the situation and the audience;
each time, he does things differently. Each time, in my judgment, the speech
improves.

We refer to it as the yardstick speech, after a metaphor he coined early on: "Christ
is my yardstick." The underlying theme grew out of conversations among Kevin,
myself, and several students from my interpersonal communication class where one
of the major issues is understanding how the ego limits one's effectiveness. I advocate
no general prescription for coping but I do help students to study their own behavior
and find their own personal techniques. A sense of Jesus' presence, professes Kevin,
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helps him to measure his ego's effects without distortion, thus the reference to
yardsticks.

Twice when Kevin spoke, it was before a classroom audience; once he was on a
ladder in my back yard surrounded by forty or so interpersonal communication
students and their friends. When he begins the speech, he reminds me of something I
read once about the president of an African nation spending several minutes in low,
deep laughter with his audience before he ever says a word. Kevin doesn't laugh, but
he does begin softly, smiling, rolling and rumbling his words out, grabbing the
members of the audience one and two at a time with his eyes and stroking them with
his voice. He speaks of experience they all have in common: of the pressures of their
technical curricula, of campus social life, and of their common values: grades, success,
good jobs, romance. Occasionally, he initiates a one-to-one interchange with someone
he knows by referring to some event they've both attended or some experience they've
shared; similarly, if he senses people remaining aloof from him, he asks their names
and places them hypothetically in his next anecdote or illustration. This courting of
the audience continues until all hands are won, at least a good five minutes.

Eventually, Kevin introduces the idea of ego, drawing it out of a concrete anecdote
composed as he goes from the threads spun while he courted. He talks about ordering
pizzas and going to the library to study, and people making and accepting and
rejecting each other's ideas and suggestions, and describes realistic campus life
scenarios that the audience can readily identify with. And after several minutes of
this, Kevin strings the anecdotes together to depict a major stressful interpersonal
situation; he describes the symptoms of stress in terms that the audience can feel. In
effect, he simulates interpersonal stress, leading the audience to actually experience
its symptoms and dwelling on their depiction until he senses a level of tension he
considers sufficient.

Then he takes a few minutes to reflect on the experince he has created by repeating
it step by step. First, he backs the audience out of its tension—soothes them again
with his voice and his energy—so they can briefly glimpse their egos' strangleholds as
they pass in and out of stress. He feels a collective sigh of relief, then depicts still
another stressful situation, tightening the bond again and then asking them if they
cannot let go by themselves. He introduces the slightest antagonism, softly, just
hinting that he can relieve his own symptoms (while they cannot), then quickly
confesses what a struggle it is for him, and how often he fails. He tells anecdotes from
the football field, bemoaning how his own ego has time and time again limited his
effectiveness and even lost the game. He is as weak as the weakest member of the
audience, he tells them.

Intellectually, he remains one of them, yet emotionally he is special; he is the
inducer of their experience with credibility extending far beyond the bounds of
reason. Kevin has shown that he understands the audience's inner world and,
without saying so, that he can alter it.

The audience is his. They want to know his secret. Even though he has not openly
admitted that he has a secret, the prospect is implied and drives their curiosity. It is
just as if the converted at a revival have been promised the key to eternal life: they
listen as though the hereafter hangs in the balance.

Kevin wants the audience to regain briefly the concept of deity they had when they
were small. He describes promises he made and broke as a child and the guilt and
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fear he felt. He lost his new jacket and, rather than face his mother, begged God to
help him find it, promising eternal faith in return. He wanted to win a swimming
race, and swore everlasting devotion in exchange for the victory. He wanted to be
invited to a party, was chased by the neighborhood bullies, was blamed for older
boys' mischief. He leads the audience to recall their own juvenile fears and
superstitions. And they do.

Kevin is careful, in his wording, to avoid what we might call evangelical cliches.
Probably the most impressive thing he has learned in his studies is that the
relationship between speaker and audience—their feelings for each other—is such a
major component of rhetorical success. He has come to see his speech as a bonding
agent to bring those around him into his sphere (or exclude them); he embeds his
intentions in the bonding process so that cooperation is a by-product and establishing
his role as speaker is paramount. He has become sensitive enough to audience
feedback that very slight negative responses earmark gratuitous risks and thus rule
out risky behaviors, verbal and otherwise; and he has noticed that, when he refers to
his "personal relationship with Jesus Christ" or "letting Jesus into his life" outside
his own church circles, bonds sometimes dissolve rapidly.

But with the audience aroused by reminders of their own periodically irrational
behavior and anxious to learn of its remedy, Kevin evokes a frame of mind that can
intuitively grasp the meaning of his own prescription. With scarcely a hint of
missionary purpose, he brings the audience to reconsider religion's role in their
lives.

"You couldn't lie to that god you made those promises to, whether it was the
Christian god or Jewish, or Moslem, or Buddhist or whatever, and that's the way I
am now. I can't lie to Jesus."

On the surface, Kevin's point concerns a technique for seeing through one's own
rationalizations. On a deeper level, he simulates a spiritual experience in a very
practical way. Awakening almost no resistance among the audience, Kevin actually
gives his auditors experience with the metaphor of letting Jesus into one's life. He
resists the temptation to unpack or analyze it, believing that his intentions will be far
better met by leaving that task undone. It is the oral experience, not the critical
analysis, that will alter predispositions in this speech.

Kevin concludes by briefly courting again. His system isn't foolproof and
sometimes his ego struggles so hard that he forgets to try and see through it until too
late, after he has really done something foolish. Does the audience know what he
means? They join him in ironic laughter at their universal frailty.

And in what is surely the most powerful moment of the speech, Kevin turns the
energy of his own laughter from irony to inescapably contagious joy and draws the
audience through an agony of relief to share in its celebration. At length, he thanks
them and departs amid heartfelt applause. The audience has experienced spiritual
joy through Kevin's Christianity and although there is much in this speech that can
be explained through traditional literate analysis, there is also the power of the
phenomenal experience itself without which the rhetorical process defies complete
capture.

Each time I review Kevin's work, I am struck by how freely he is able to interact
with his audience. He seems to constantly be readjusting and adapting, yet he is
never at the slightest loss. He never stumbles, never runs out of words, yet he assures
me he has never written a list of ideas, an outline, let alone a manuscript in
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preparation. His effort, as best I can discern, does not rely on literacy save in that
some (perhaps all) of the knowledge it contains is shaped by the character of literate
minds and the needs of literate audiences.

The preparations Kevin has made take advantage of the skills of orality. He has
talked this speech through with me, perhaps with other people, and repeatedly with
himself and an imaginary audience many times. He has avoided writing any sort of
aid to memory whatsoever. When he actually delivers the speech, his mind is totally
unhindered by the temptation to coordinate his words with any conscious verbal
recall. When he speaks, Kevin is totally interactive; he relies on his powers of oral
composition to produce the best possible speech and relinquishes guidance of his own
attention to those same powers.^' Instead of delivering a prepared message or
performing a script, Kevin is truly speaking, communicating orally-aurally, to his
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What limitations of literacy can we see through Kevin's efforts? Certainly his
content included some pop social science theory that would be possible only among
literates. Indeed, we might well point out that the reflexive behavior Kevin induced
in the audience is itself an artifact of literacy. Only literate audiences can so readily
reflect. On the other hand, the process of catching the audience up in an existentially
unfolding experience while establishing one's role as the speaker (the experience
inducer), the process of massaging the audience with sound and action so vividly as to
simulate experience itself, nudging them to "get with it," and most important of all,
the ability to do these things interactively, constantly readjusting to the audience's
changes without the interference of a critical consciousness—these are oral skills that
provoke an oral response with which literacy has little to do beyond pale imitation.

Indeed, interactive oral skills so defy our literate entreaties that we often do not
teach them, do not even acknowledge them in our research. Consider the case of
feedback, for example. Although extensive research has been conducted, it has been
overwhelmingly confined to the study of conscious and deliberate action and
reaction.53 Summarizing feedback research. Book notes that although feedback is
recognized "not as an independent activity, but rather as an interwoven set of
realtionships . . . involving interrelated variables which influence the entire
system,"54 it is nonetheless the case that "research has focused on the ability of a
speaker to interpret feedback instantaneously and then adapt the speech to it, and the
effects of such conscious adaptation on the delivery of the speech."^5 The rather
obvious nonconscious nonverbal responses audiences give to a speaker and, likewise,
the nonconscious adaptations speakers make in response are necessarily ruled out by
literate thinking about interactivity. From a literate perspective, we are led to act as if
any behavior not accounted for through conscious and deliberate action is of no
consequence at all.

An altogether different sort of example can be found in the literature of
dramatism.56 We place a high premium on the human propensity to rhetorically
order the universe in dramatic terms and we practice complex systems of analysis on
textual evidence of drama. But it is as if we believe the words of the text carry the
power that draws the audience into psychic participation—which may well be the
case in writing, but certainly not in speech. Indeed, the evidence from orality clearly
suggests that the participatory dimension of dramatic enactment rivals or surpasses
its verbal elements in importance. Where do we study or teach the behavioral
qualities by which the speaker triggers dramatic participation? Dramatists, it seems.
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might take far more interest in the medium's effect on the message and we are not
speaking simply of a revival of interest in actio.

Let us make several more nonliterate notes on Kevin's speech. From talking to
Kevin, I understand that he apprehends an experience—or a series of like
experiences, at any rate—and that he is about the business of immersing the audience
in that experience, casting its tenor about them like so much seed scattered to wild
birds. He does not regard the audience as adversaries to be convinced nor as heathens
to be converted but as other members of his community with whom he shares the
experiences of living. It seems that, to whatever extent the audience's own critical
faculties remain inactive, lulled into Kevin's spell, they participate as fully as he.

It is also important to observe the total interactivity that Kevin clearly evidences,
coupled with his own testimony that when he is speaking, he is not composing, nor
planning, nor consciously aware of anything other than the message he is speaking as
he speaks it and of the audience as they hear it. His composition process, ongoing and
existential, is out of awareness altogether.

Kevin and his audience are participating in a communal experience; he is the
speaker and they the attenders, but he is not the leader and they are not his followers.
He induces the experience, and thereby casts a spell around his naming of it. The
naming is integral but in no way sufficient. Is it not likely to be the case that the
audience's literate faculties are lulled to rest and that they find warmth and
contentment in the community of Kevin's audience?

There is, of course, a strong sense of incompleteness about the preceding
paragraphs, a reluctance to let them stand by themselves even without a text to
examine. It is one thing to name an event as a spell cast, quite another to explain how
it is done. As literate critics and teachers, we are conditioned to value pragmatically,
to search for the means to construct, if not a step-by-step set of instructions, at least a
checklist of observables to include, or of precepts we may adapt to our own ends. We
are conditioned to search for them in the text and there is no text. Indeed, there
cannot be a text that records the experience itself; there can be only metaphor that
brings us hints and glimmers, that recalls—from our experience in life, perhaps even
from our genetic store—those feelings of communal celebration that transcend our
individuality: how else may we cross the bounds between literacy and orality?

Echoing its oral ancestry, classical rhetoric tells us that one may learn from models
as well as from precepts. Kevin's models doubtlessly include other speakers who are
richly steeped in oral residue. As Ong's example of the black student in composition
class suggests, American black culture is far more oral than the mainstream. On the
other hand, the receptivity of Kevin's largely white audiences hints that the gulf
between the two cultures may not be so wide. If we cannot satisfactorily preceptual-
ize without text—and we are not yet through considering why this is the case—we
may still resort to modeling. And if, personally, we find the ways of orality elusive,
has not technology given us other means to model? I am thinking, of course, of video;
yet video, if it is not also to be text bound, presents other problems. And in examining
those problems, we might also expect the implications of electronic media as synthesis
of oral and literate to include a reheightened sensitivity to oral ways.

Let us consider that, given his literate audiences, the spell Kevin casts is of a
relatively new sort, one in which the audience is physically quiescent for the most
part, and that there is very little of literacy's influence in the speaker or the audience
of this new psychomimesis. What Kevin does in person, I am confident he could also
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do through video, at least in the hands of a skilled director. There would be some
differences in the way the audience was courted, of course, and in the ways
experience would be simulated. These differences, together with the nonliterate
similarities, are most telling; to better understand them, let us consider a series of
television commercials that, like Kevin's speech, rely on nonliterate means.

The retail price of a pair of blue denim trousers has multiplied five times or more
in the past twenty years, vastly outstripping growth in the cost of production.
Probably as much as any other product, denim pants or blue jeans have been
vaunted—"hyped"—through the competitive strategies of Madison Avenue. Now
they are usually known as designer jeans and it's harder than ever to find a pair that
fit well.

Recently, one major manufacturer introduced a new line of blue jeans with a series
of meticulously produced commercials that feature no spoken narrative whatsoever
and only the briefest keying of the product logo at the very end. There are lyrics,
largely paying homage to the lifestyle of the commercials' characters, and noting that
this lifestyle includes clothes that fit well. But by no stretch of the imagination could
these commercials be seen to offer arguments in favor of purchasing the product; they
make no assertions about durability, quality, value, or any other reasoning in favor of
buying the jeans. Instead, these commercials, and so many others like them, combine
the various channels of meaning video offers to simulate a very attractive kind of
experience that is tightly fused to use of the product. There is no causation or
correlation suggested—the product is simply there. To comprehend the experience
these commercials simulate, we may enumerate first what the screen presents, then
what the loudspeaker presents, and finally consider the effect of the two together.

The screen shows urban settings, primarily working neighborhoods and city
parks, usually full of people. Featured primarily are young adults, presumably the
product's principal market, and most of them are wearing tightly fitting jeans. All
these characters are attractive people; they are trim and fit, all with fairly
conventional hair colors and styles. The rest of their clothes are fashionable but
decidedly casual. At least half the people are black; all are happily engaged in their
weekend city life, which is largely recreational: skateboarding, bicycling, dancing in
the streets. Several people are shown engaged in labor but always with a comical
twist. A young woman washing a taxi cab winds up in a water fight, a young man
moving a jukebox on a cart drops it face down in the middle of a busy street. Two
especially hip-looking white fellows spend their time just waiting, one sprawled
comfortably on a sidewalk, another stroking his pet goose. Gorgeous and sparsely
clad white and black chicks find their black and white dudes, hug them, tease them,
and generally have a fine young urban time.

They are not alone. Vignette appearances by cute kids, large and elderly women, a
variety of pets and people in many shapes, ages, and colors provide a communal
background of easy living and good times. Everywhere we see alleys to hide in, fences
and fire escapes to climb, piles of still usable trash to rummage through, inviting
storefronts to enter and friendly stoops on which to sit, meet the folks, and join the
scene. There is not a bad vibe anywhere around.

The characters' accessories are the instruments of leisure: roller skates, basket-
balls, pets, frisbees, bicycles, skateboards, jogging shoes, sweatbands, towels, hoses
and water buckets, drumsticks and rattles. The sets are freely decorated with ghetto
art from graffiti to murals to junk sculptures. The lighting is always that of a breezy
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summer afternoon in City Park, the shadows cool and welcoming, the sunlight
inviting, never oppressive. Nearly everyone's stylishly long hair affirms the breezes;
there is no hint of perspiration.

Groups of street musicians are prominently featured in two commercials of the
series; one group is mixed, the other all white, but the music is generally of black
genres.

As to the sound. The tunes and the rhythms are decidedly black, often rhythm and
blues, but also featuring everything from the scat of Sixties quartets to joyful gospel
choruses, from tight street raps and break dance chants to reggae and calypso. And
always sandwiched in are bluesy riffs that dissolve on the afternoon air and a pulsing
conga drum that does not.

There are words sung and chanted, usually in barely decipherable praise of their
lifestyle and, as already noted, the fit of their jeans. I recall only three of the words
but they are the name under which I have filed this experience away in my memory
and which I rather expect will roll off my tongue whenever the experience comes to
mind. The first word is the brand name of the jeans, the other two name the style.
The last ofthe triplet is "blues," and it packs the product, the light bluesy tenor ofthe
afternoon, and no doubt the sky—rather than a more somber kind of blues—in those
fashionably faded blue denim trousers. The triplet always finishes the stanza (and
the commercial) by rising to a crescendo of praise that really makes those blues ring
out in spiritual passion.

This commercial brings the pleasures of Central Park on Sunday afternoon in
early September, but blessedly without the bad vibes. Gone are all suggestions of
violence, crime, poverty, and tragedy. Gone is even the possibility of fear. There's not
a mugger, not a street gang, not a runaway horse or a stray fly ball, not a mean cop or
a dishonest taxi driver, not even a rude waitress or a panhandler to be seen. There is
no one with a really sordid past to reveal. There's not even anyone in sight who might
not speak English. It's virtually Nirvana on the East Coast.

It is of course the case that the observations of the preceding paragraph are about
what was not in the commercial. In order to simulate a particularly positive
experience—positive enough to practically reify the product—it is presumably not
sufficient to concern oneself only with what are its elements, but also with what in
some sense should be but are not. Could it be that the elimination of negatives induces
a sort of ideal world concept, a mythic world of heroes and goddesses in modern dress
and settings? In fact, is this not an important dimension of television's rhetorical
potency, similar to the psychic dimension of orality whereby participation in an
ongoing mythic experience is induced? The audience knows no will to resist; we are
so quick to idealize, to simplify, to get with it, whenever there is no reason not to. It is
as if literacy, by dissecting reality into objective components, provides through
consciousness a sort of detente switch that replaces ideal with Rawed reality and
community with alienation. A written paragraph provides markers around which
the reader's mind fills in from its own experience—which rarely approaches the
mythic. Video is far better equipped to resemble an idealized world than is literacy.

Participants in this sort of nonliterate video are as purely engaged in apprehension
ofthe experience as Kevin and his audiences during the yardstick speech. There is no
trace of anything presented in these commercials to distract the intellect, nothing that
might prompt the viewer to think analytically of the crass objectives that motivated
the producers. The audience is transported to a mythical world in which it is drawn
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to participate—albeit vicariously—as fully as viewing conditions permit, a world
ontologically insulated against noise of any kind, a warm sheltering community not
unlike the audience Kevin shares. And socially, watching television is indeed a
communal act. Along with the sense of joining the mythic pop culture world that
comes from "getting with it," from watching noncritically, there is a sense of being
part of the mass audience. We know implicitly when we watch television that
countless others watch as well; we have the tacit sense that wherever and whenever
the signal can be received, others respond as we do and thus share the communal
experience. Although this sense may not be an artifact of the video medium per se, it
is nevertheless a factor with which current efforts to understand video must
contend.

Were Kevin to join forces with a skilled video director, I have suggested that his
speech could be adapted to achieve a similar level of rhetorical effectiveness on
television. It would be, of course, with different techniques for courting the audience
and simulating the experiences he presents. Although precluded from individually
targeting audience members by personalizing anecdotes for them, mass targeting
techniques now abound. It should surprise no one to learn that the jeans commercials
above were directed toward East Coast urban young people: the commercials were
quite obviously personalized toward that group and Kevin's video would likewise
need to feature the appearance, the lifestyle, and the values of his intended audience.
Also, Kevin and his director would need to carefully and richly dramatize and depict
the succession of experiences Kevin takes his audience through; and, of course, they
would need to idealize the entire production, removing any hint of the flaws that
activate critical response or rejection.

The role of consciousness is in some sense the cutting edge of this issue, and with it
must be mentioned the corresponding question of intentionality, that is, whether a
behavior should correspond to some mindful intention of the sender in order to be
considered as communication, and especially as rhetoric." Understanding nonliter-
ate rhetoric requires, among other things, that we regard all behaviors of audiences
and rhetors—everything, abstract or situational, mindful or mindless, intentional or
accidental, verbal or nonverbal—as potentially relevant. Growing skepticism over
the usefulness of verbal reports, in the light of the oral consciousness as Ong and
others have revealed it, lends further support to the contention that studying
nonliterate rhetorical process must allow for an unintentional or nonconscious
dimension.58

Our literate biases are apt to make us recoil here. The act of transporting the
audience, of catching them up in an idealized world where critical faculties lie silent,
surely grates on the humanist tradition. Furthermore, much that literacy holds
precious, the complexities with which poetry transports, for example, are somehow
rendered trivial save to the connoisseur: anyone who has taught the appreciation of
art or literature realizes the difficulties of teaching this knack to college students.
Video can transport even the dullest mind with no education at all. In fact, it takes an
act of will to avoid being caught up in it, just as it must to avoid the seduction of
psychomimesis or, for that matter, Saturday night fever.

Surely, we should not recoil. To the contrary, it seems likely that a humanistic
response to video is mandatory for the practicing rhetorical critic. Some impressive
groundwork has been laid by Larson in political commercials and more broadly by
Schwartz in advertising theory.^9 Larson has noted our "natural inclination . . . to
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concentrate on discourse andi discourse alone," and elaborates on Schwartz's evoked
recall model of persuasion as a kind of instantaneous, gestalt-like experiential
rhetoric that shifts critical attention away from the "logical assembling of discursive
elements," away from message content to message technique, and focusing on
experience as its raw material.^° The evoked recall model provides an important step
away from the bounds of literacy and, quite possibly, can serve as a basis for the
development of much nondiscursively oriented methodology. A video oriented
audience may well respond to oral rhetoric, perhaps even to writing, in an
increasingly experiential mode. What then could be more pressing at this time than
to facilitate mass audience sensitivity to phenomenal rhetorical process and, through
scholarly criticism, to generate practical defenses against its abuse?

We may start by recognizing that video commercials are legitimate critical objects;
indeed, that in some sense they represent optimal use of the medium at the present
time. And we may proceed by distinguishing nonliterate phenomenal applications of
video from what are still quite common propositional, literate uses. As McLuhan has
pointed out, the establishment attempts to make the new media do the work of the
old.*^ Then, sensitized to the nonliterate aspects of rhetoric and to the notion that
such aspects may never be satisfactorily revealed or integrated into our repertoire
through their texts alone, we may begin to explore alternatives.

RHETORIC AND MEDIA

This essay concludes by addressing three concerns. First, to facilitate future
exploration, an attempt to organize this perspective on the rhetorical processes of
orality and video in a helpful taxonomy of media and rhetorics is presented. Second,
there is the problem of alternatives: how can scholarship and pedagogy hope to
function outside the literate tradition anyway? From what quarters can other tools
possibly be developed to further the aims of criticism and of education? Last, and
surely most important, the question of rhetoric's humane tradition remains to be
addressed. There is an excellent case to be made that reasoned deliberation, the
cornerstone of our tradition, is firmly rooted in literacy; thus one might argue that the
neglect of orality and of video is justified because those media so often involve "mere
persuasion," or because the processes of which the rhetorics of video and orality take
advantage afford too small a role for humankind's higher faculties.

To summarize the argument so far: central to the present conceptualization of
media are technologies for storing and transporting ideas in space and time outside
the human mind. Because different media constrain ideas according to their own
unique technical requirements, particularly as regards their relations with the
human sensorium, media exert a large influence over what and how people think.
Further, since from this perspective rhetoric is broadly seen as the faculty of altering
predispositions, we may infer first that media infiuence rhetoric—indeed, we have
seen in orality and literacy two quite different means to achieve rhetorical ends—
and, second, that the use of literate means to study the rhetorics of orality and video is
problematic.

Thus it should be useful to speak of rhetoric with reference to its mediation, at
least if in so doing we can clarify the limits of literacy. Let us first search for pristine
examples: that is, for the "pure" use of orality or literacy and its distinctive rhetoric,
and then consider the variations that result, first as the two combine, and then as
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video makes use of orality and literacy. Our purpose is to generate a category system
through which critics and rhetors may better distinguish the appropriateness of their
options and their tools in a world where literacy cannot always extend.

To be sure, the purely oral cultures that remain—and there are painfully
few—ofl"er a continuing source of critical material that has been far from thoroughly
tapped.^2 Xhe rhetorical critic who seeks examples of whole communities engaged in
mutually committing themselves to cooperative ends through psychomimesis—
through the rhetoric of orality—may certainly still find some. However, the
difficulties of study in situ are real enough, an exciting challenge to those who have
long since relegated the practice of rhetorical criticism exclusively to the armchair
academy.

For purely literate rhetoric, one might seek no farther than the editorial page of
the daily newspaper. However, the possibility that video audiences increasingly
respond experientially to what they read should always be kept at hand. Perhaps, in
this light, we should consider more carefully the essays in scientific and technical
journals. Avoiding altogether the use of rhetoric is an endeavor that should require
nearly as much rhetorical know-how as its opposite and is rarely as successful.
Scientific information sharing, unlike reading the newspaper, implicitly imposes a
nonexperiential (analytic) frame on its reader without which comprehension is
usually impossible.

Is there a pure video rhetoric that is neither literate nor oral in its process?
Although the presentational power of video, combining aural and visual modes of
presentation with objective and subjective (background music, color tones, transi-
tions) content is quite distinct from that of oral or literate media—video simulates
experience far more readily and with greater intensity—the rhetorical process of
altering predispositions through shifting ground, through restocking the store of
cultural knowledge, is the same rhetorical process that was noted in orality. Of
course, the video audience may well be led propositionally, persuaded through the
application of reason, the arousal of emotions, and the credibility of airwave
personalities as well. But is there still something else?

Actually, literate approaches to video's influence on cultural beliefs, from
Gerbner's "hidden curriculum" to Slater and Elliot's "social reality," abound.^^
Although not articulating the manipulation of social norms as the rhetorical process
of orality, these studies do provide a variety of literate accesses to video rhetoric.
Perhaps, in understanding how the audience may well be induced to cooperate
through the mode of orality—through the phenomenal presentation of an ideal
mythic world in which it participates through the electronic psychomimesis of
viewing television—literate studies may penetrate video quite deeply after all. But
perhaps not. There is a sense of super-reality about video that charges the altered
predisposition with a sense of deja vu, that renders us wearing those denims because
we already do.̂ "* Because we just have. We will not litter, we will wear our seat belts,
we will visit our stockbroker, because we already do these things, every day, as
members of the television audience. And since we have not actually done so, we
should not close the door on the possibility of pure video as something else again.

If one cannot immediately grasp the rhetoric of video amidst its literate and oral
applications—and we must admit that we yet cannot—we can at least define the
ground around it. This may be achieved simply enough, by recognizing the possible
permutations of media and rhetorical process. Along with noting that there is a kind
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of video literacy, a use of video in the traditional propositional mode of literate
rhetoric, and that there is also a video orality, a phenomenal experiencing that has no
literate ties, let us add the oral literacy that first reached prominence with the
Sophists^5 and Js still greatly in evidence today in the practice and criticism of speech
texts.

Oral Literacy

The rhetoric of oral literacy dominates academic study, at least that of the speech
department, in the fnodern world. We note not so much that it focuses on written
material, as that it studies mindful process. Within oral literacy's bounds, one
assumes implicitly that what is written or spoken—the text—conveys the central
persuasive effort, and thus critics concentrate on development of appropriate value
premises through which conscious cooperation can be induced.^^ The rhetoric of oral
literacy treats of orality almost exclusively as delivery. At an extreme, this is the
condition under which a performed manuscript is more highly esteemed than an
interactive public speech, and its literary virtues are sung loudly while its rhetorical
effectiveness is sometimes relegated to speculation in the footnotes.

A written speech performed is perhaps extreme, but one spoken from an outline is
only somewhat less so. Any time the words to be said or even the ideas to be presented
are fixed—preordered on outlines, notecards, or by mnemonic devices—the existen-
tial quality of interactive communication is diminished. The speaker risks being no
more open to the audience's needs than is a sheet of paper and the efl̂ ect approaches
that of reading a prepared statement. This is not to say that a prepared statement can
have no effect; indeed, some are quite moving, especially to highly literate audiences,
and when precision is a vital criterion, there is no substitute for the manuscript.^^ Yet
the technical constraints of literacy are such as to degrade the existential interchange
of orality. The manuscripts published in Vital Speeches of the Day are vivid
examples. It is of course imperative that such messages be documented because they
represent an essential medium for the conduct of public business. However, their
ostensible oral nature has little to do with their actual function. On the other hand,
what would it mean to title the publication Vital Essays of the Day?

Though sacrificing interactivity, oral literacy adds the powers of performance
(witness Ronald Reagan) to the manifold advantages of thoughtful discourse; for
whatever orality may be, it is not self-consciously thoughtful. On the other hand, oral
literate listening is based on the premise that one may think and listen more or less
simultaneously and analytical listening schemes are taught in traditional speech
classes.^^ Note, however, that analytical listening, if successful, can counteract the
effects of orality, especially the emotional and ethical effects of speaker presence.
Indeed, one cannot help but wonder about the process we engage in when we
evaluate student efforts while listening to them: certainly the literate qualities can be
so evaluated, but are not the oral qualities thus rendered inaccessible?

Video Literacy

Video Literacy is a common enough term, used to describe the ability to contrive
and send video messages and to receive them in a discursive manner; that is, to "read"
television. We have seen, however, that the knack of reading television, while in some
sense necessary, is far from critically sufficient; indeed that "reading" precludes
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understanding certain vital aspects of video rhetoric—those which are not or cannot
be written. Also, it would surely seem that a rhetoric of video literacy must include
the many attempts to apply the techniques of literary criticism to film, and later
television, and the still predominant use of written schemes and scripts to order,
prepare, and perform on the screen as though creating an animated illustrated
narrative. Judging such efforts from their own perspectives, of course, suggests great
success has been achieved, but only within the limits of literacy. The highbrow
appeal of public television, for example, and the notions of quality it promulgates are
of course the standards of literacy—of what Ong calls High Literacy—transferred to
video.

Commercials, too, are rife with video literacy, with propositions and with visual
attention manipulation techniques learned from the print advertising trade.^^ One
may assume such productions will continue as long as audience consciousness
remains sufficiently dominated by literacy to respond to them and probably
somewhat longer. It is not, of course, that the video literate audience necessarily
attends analytically. Indeed, that technique, borrowed directly from literacy (from
reading analytically) is difficult enough to learn when the inputs are restricted to
those of a speaker speaking. The intrusion of consciousness interferes with video
communication far more than it facilitates it. While one pauses to consider the
propositional pitch of a single commercial, several more have time to slip into
experience unconsidered.

Video literacy, by making tacit assumptions about the limitations of rhetorical
process, diverts attention from the prospect of video becoming our dominant source of
communication. Will the audience continue to think, for instance, as if the only
knowledge that matters is stored in books? Will they continue to esteem the external
creations of individuals more than the internal creations? We live in a world that
rewards the creation of heroes in literature and on the screen more richly than the
actions of heroes in real life, a distinction that could be made only in a literate world.
Could such a distinction be blurred in a video dominated society? Indeed, is the
nightly network news not doing so? Perhaps it is not only the semiliterate who cling
so tenaciously to the security of fixed knowledge; perhaps it is sometimes the highly
literate as well. In any event, the issues of video literacy and of the role of
consciousness in communication both argue for a third category of media rhetoric,
one that binds orality and video tightly together.

Video Orality

Video orality, then, is at once the most fugitive and the most promising of the
categories that we now enumerate. It is presently found in the nonliterate aspects of
television, of course, and especially in the mythic super-real communal world of
commercials. It is increasingly the mode of response of the video audience but not
necessarily the mode of stimulus of video producers, who are still hampered by video
literate consciousness. There is no particular reason to debate the merits of oral
versus literate video rhetoric nor to contrast either with oral literacy. Presumably
each presently lends itself best to audiences steeped in its own tradition. Yet as
societies become more dominated by video, we may perhaps expect to find more video
orality and consequently, less of its literate counterparts. We should note, in this
light, a sense in which Kevin's audiences may well be attuned to video orality in a
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way that previous generations have not been. It seems likely that growing up in an
environment dominated by video rather than by print would make one less hasty to
be critical, more willing to "get with it," to enter into the speaker's world.

Video orality retains the ephemeralness of actual events; its messages come to the
mind with much of the same existential quality as experience, rather than as linear
prose. Of course neither video nor literacy affords the sort of feedback orality carries.
Yet video, because it packs each moment with sound and sight, and through its ability
to idealize and "noiseproof its experiences, engenders a state of mind where
interactive adaptation is far less critical to rhetorical success. Then too, the size of
video audiences, far larger and more immediate than print, enables video rhetors to
more effectively use response probabilities in lieu of immediate feedback to achieve a
sufficient degree of success.

Also, since video messages are ephemeral, revisions, adaptations, virtual changes
in how reality is depicted may be cast relatively unhampered by what has gone
before. Unlike print, which remains in the library on guard against contradiction,
video orality conditions its audiences to accept a great measure of mutability: it is the
way the world is now that counts. Witness how easily serial productions adapt to the
comings and goings of their stars. One worries that, were Edward R. Murrow to air
his famous expose of Senator McCarthy today, the Senator's repeated self-
contradictions would arouse only yawns—again witness President Reagan.

And what of consciousness in the realm of video orality? From the present vantage
point we can see that there are times when consciousness is vital and other times
when its intrusion degrades both sending and receiving processes. Kevin's rhetorical
effectiveness and his audience's ability to fully experience his speech are both
degraded by the intrusion of consciousness. Our series of jeans commercials presents
an experience that does not endure under conscious analysis and we have argued that
the experience's potency arises at least somewhat from elements that are absent in
any textual sense. Among other observations, we might note how a literate audience,
as it engages mindfulness, necessarily assumes a skeptical posture toward the rhetor
that defies unity. Contemporary orality must overcome this posturing through a
video version of psychomimesis to be successful. More to the point, video orality—
given its increasing dominance—very likely is overcoming it on a mass scale.

Video Orality and a Broadened Humanism

Thus we approach the second of our final concerns: the problem of alternatives.
How can we, as scholars and teachers, function at all outside the literate tradition?
What other tools than literate thought can possibly further the aims of criticism and
of education? Several potentially useful paths are worth noting.

One promising avenue is to consider what a nonliterate classroom might be like.
No texts, of course; no lecturing from outlines or notes, and, certainly, no notes would
be taken. Oral discourse of a totally practical nature, fully interactive, conducted by a
teacher who maintains active intellectual engagement with the audience would be the
norm. Such a class might cover a body of theoretical material developed through
literate means, but if the end is a practical one, that material would be considered
only in the context of actual experience. As the class is led to experience, for example,
changes in their predispositions, stimulated either through their own behavior or
through that of the teacher, such experience is framed in theoretical terms, always
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with direct reference to immediate events. We have in mind, by the way, skills-
oriented courses in human communication. To gauge the extent one's own institution
is biased by literacy in the sense discussed above, one need only imagine the furor
such a nonwriting based course would create.

We have already suggested that video has great potential as a tool for nonliterate
teaching and investigation. That potential may best be tapped by recognizing and
fully using video's capacity to simulate experience. In the classroom, as in any
rhetorical situation, we must ask first, "what do we want the audience to do?"
second, "what experience will predispose them to do it?" and then, "how can we use
video to simulate that experience?" As video takes on more of education's responsi-
bilities, it will surely be through bringing experience into the classroom that it does
so. Under present conditions, such experience is processed analytically—indeed, we
tacitly assume that analytical processing is integral to the learning process, but is it?
Does video orality not suggest other paths? In a world dominated by video, teachers
will find video-simulated experience a partner that rivals the best of texts.
Furthermore, since video provides a vehicle for teacher and student to share
experience, an unparalleled opportunity to restore community may await us.

We need to explore the video-engendered consciousness as it develops, being
especially sensitive to the possibility that its most important dimensions, seen through
literate eyes, may seem trivial. Thus, we need to recognize clearly the boundaries of
literacy: it is not the use of particular media per se that presents limitations; it is the
cognitive biases underlying them. In the case of literacy, the biases center around
what we might call the myth of mindfulness: that only through willful, ordered
manipulation can the mind attain its greatest heights. Certainly it is the case that
literacy has been a necessary step in the development of abstract reasoning, indeed to
the capacity for abstract thought at all; but, once such capacity has been developed, is
there any reason to assume that mindfulness is still needed? May not video have freed
us from that prospect? There is extensive research in cognitive psychology demon-
strating that, once a process has been thoroughly learned through conscious
acquisition, the mind will naturally relegate that process to an automated status.™
Why should we not expect all the cognitive processes involved in communication, to
include those of reasoning out of awareness while fully attending to incoming
messages, to be similarly automatistic?^'

While the implications of cognitive automatism have much relevance to oral
communication, they promise an even greater contribution to our study of video.
Presently, a critical response to video is hampered by both the lack of a grammar or
logic of experience with which to confront video orality and by the human mind's
inability to consciously analyze video messages as rapidly as it receives them.^2 There
is no reason not to expect that, once we develop an appropriate grammar for video—a
grammar of synthetic experience—it can be automatized. Incorporating this concept
of automatism into our research and teaching of speech and video represents still
another important step away from the cognitive biases of literacy.

How might scholars and teachers of rhetoric respond? Obviously, continued
insistence on the traditional critical posture is counterproductive. Not only is that
posture inadequate for video messages, but it likewise counters the basic strength of
video communication. Even if one can learn to view video analytically with
extraordinary rapidity, in so doing, one loses the opportunity to participate in video
experience. Let us seriously weigh the proposition, not that audiences no longer
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develop critical faculties or that they learn to turn them on and off; rather that, just as
in becoming literate, audiences learned a mode of consciousness pervaded by
skepticism, through learning video orality, audiences develop a mode of conscious-
ness in which the critical faculty—while present and functioning out of awareness—
does not intrude into mindfulness. There is nought but our literate biases blocking
the way to such a position.

Here we find the third and final issue of our essay, the tradition of rhetoric as a
humane study. From our present vantage point, the business of enlightened
choice-making after thorough acquaintance with the options is at once a joyful
tribute to humankind and a pinnacle of literate conceit. While we cannot quarrel
with the precept that options enrich life, we must note that contemporary society
places us within a web of choices so complex that only the most pressing are ever
consciously accessed. Education systems that insist on obedience to rules as a
fundamental tenet of their process sidestep the issue of enlightened choice as surely as
do the absolutisms of religion and science. If humanism is not to be assigned a mere
page in the history of Western philosophy, it must extend back into orality and
forward into video; the concept of reason must be modified to accept and enhance our
capacity for right choices made out of awareness; humane rhetoric must be the study
not of choosing but of alternative-making and our notion of argument must be
broadened to encourage tolerance for ambiguity. Recognizing the extent to which
humane behavior, once learned, need not be preceded by conscious deliberation paves
the way toward creation of a truly humane world society. We may even speculate
that just as orality bred circumstances from which literacy was born and eventually
flourished, literacy has spawned video, and from video may rise not a global
village—after all, the prospect of village life thrills us not—but a global community.

Regarding the evolution of media in dialectical terms implies the eventual coming
of still another antithesis, that beyond video lies some further stage no more
imaginable to us than was video to Plato or Gutenberg. What matters now, however,
is that we approach video not as a new kind of literacy but as a synthesis of oral and
literate ways. Let us afford to video orality as much attention as we have paid to its
literate counterparts. Because literacy provides the currency for scholarly transac-
tion, this endeavor is problematic, but not impossible if we proceed slowly, both in
the classroom and out. History itself suggests directions.

School should not start with literacy but with orality. Because the literate world
has so diluted the impact of oral communication, children come to school totally
insensitive to interactivity, to feedback, to the importance of orality as the unifying
medium of the human condition. In effect, we should follow the pattern of history
itself: first thoroughly examining and learning to teach oral skills qua oral skills, with
appropriate attention paid to their effects and to their effectiveness. Then writing
and reading may follow, though before the portals of literacy are flung open, students
should pass through a dark passage wherein the light and warmth of community are
willfully abandoned; then as they venture forth, it should be with a firm understand-
ing that beyond these wonders lies . . . the road back. Literacy must be only a way
station on the road to fulfilling one's humanity.

Video is impregnating modern civilization with rhetorical processes that cannot be
optimally studied, taught, or used by traditional literate means. Focusing on rhetoric
solely through literate frameworks has long since led us to treat oral rhetoric as if it
were written and performed—as if the rhetorical processes at work in oral
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composition and interaction differ little, if at all, from those of written thought and,
indeed, to then attempt the promulgation of an orally-performed version of literate
rhetoric. This oral literacy flourished through centuries when intellectual life was
thoroughly dominated by print media and, indeed, it flourishes still. Literacy is so
thoroughly institutionalized that it staggers the mind to imagine anything else
coming to pass. Yet it may be that our difficulty is a bit like that of a barely literate
collective farm chairman who struggled to complete the syllogism: "In the Far North,
where there is snow, all bears are white. Novaya Zemlya is in the Far North and
there is always snow there. What color are the bears there?"

"To go by your words," the chairman finally replied, "they should all be white."
It was not the case that he could not deduce, but rather that he saw little relevance

in doing so.̂ -'
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